T H E B E AU T Y O F PATAG O N I A :

REMOTE TREASURES FROM
THE EDGE OF THE WORLD

DISCOVER THE
R O M A N C E O F PATAG O N I A ,
THROUGH THE
LANGUAGE OF FIRE

Majestic mountains. Mossy pastures.
Floral meadows. Lush pampas. Pristine waters.
A golden glow at noon, followed by a blue-tinged
light radiating across the land at dusk.
If you close your eyes and dream of Patagonia,
these are likely the flashes of imagery called
to mind. An epic, endless beauty that dazzles
at the bottom of the world.
This is also the land that Francis Mallmann,
Argentinian celebrity chef and restaurateur, calls ‘Home’.
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THE L A NGUAGE OF F I RE :

T H E C U L I N A RY M A E S T RO :

HOW IT ALL BEGAN

FEASTS RULED BY FIRE

Raised in the mountains of Patagonia, Francis Mallmann’s childhood
ignited his deep affection for open-fire cooking. As a child,
he lived in a house that was ruled by fire – from the chimneys
to the hot water system – and of course, the cooking.

Today, open-fire cooking is a mainstay in Chef Mallmann’s restaurants
around the world. There are domes, wood-ovens, planchas and grills.
Food is cooked in flaming ashes as well as under the earth
with scorching stones. Some of these techniques used by natives
in Patagonia date back to 13,000 years ago.

While working in some of France’s most prestigious kitchens,
he grew estranged from the beauty of the flames.
But his passion for bonfires was never extinguished.
Eventually, the Argentinian-born chef decided to change his way of
cooking and return to his roots. He picked up the tools from his
childhood and honed the cooking of natives. He created the language
of fire – one that revolves around cooking with intensity:
red-hot flames, blistering coals, and even lingering ashes.
This is how the allure of fire shaped the culinary mastery
of this romantic wanderer.

That’s the mystery and charm of cooking with fire — one’s skills
are ignited over the flames. The language of fire is learnt by standing
in front of it. Using the sense of touch, smell, and taste.
And even carefully interpreting the sound of fire —
to ultimately rustle up the best recipes.
With the ultimate goal of keeping this language ablaze for
future generations to come, Chef Mallmann is passionate about
teaching young apprentices in his own restaurants — located
in South America, the USA and France — and now,
our local culinary team at The Fullerton.
Nurturing local talent lies close to the heart of The Fullerton World’s
Best Chefs. Through this series of exciting guest chef collaborations,
visiting master chefs will mentor Fullerton’s in-house culinary team
— enabling our local chefs to heighten their expertise during these
sessions that transcend international borders and cultures.

THE A L L URE OF THE AND E S:

PAY I N G H O M AG E T O
N AT U R E ’ S B O U N T Y

Chef Francis Mallman lovingly gives the smoky treatment and pays
heaps of respect to ingredients. His favourites? Delicate meats,
whose sublime flavours can be achieved with varying grilling and
open-fire techniques. And of course — the humble yet elegant potato.
His truly beloved. Native to South America, this beautiful ingredient
is an artist’s blank canvas; something one can rustle up in myriad ways.
Besides those staples, there’s also the sweetness of corn,
creaminess of avocado and succulence of confit fish.
All these are presented on the generous Patagonian table.

T H E WO N D E R S O F T H E F L A M E :

BOLD FLAVOURS FROM
SOUTH AMERICA

As the sun descends over the bay, The Clifford Pier at
The Fullerton Bay Hotel Singapore sets the stage for
classic creations from South America.
Close your eyes. Inhale the perfume of the flickering embers,
redolent of the essence of the Patagonian hinterland. Soon,
you will be savouring perfectly fire-charred aged beef and crusty
Andean potatoes elevated with smoked butter and glistening caviar.
Round off with the caramelised lushness of dulce de leche —
Argentina’s national dessert. All this is washed down with
unique wines from Uruguay, Chile and Argentina.
And if you must, chilled champagne.
Right here on our shores, you can experience the exceptional
South American food culture that essentially mirrors the wilderness.
This is romantic unity between terrain and cooking —
what Chef Francis Mallmann is known for.

A BOUT

CHEF FRANCIS MALLMANN

Francis Mallmann (born 1956) is an Argentinian celebrity chef,
author and restaurateur who specialises in various Patagonian
methods of barbecuing food with open-fires. He has been
featured on numerous international television programmes,
including the Netflix original series Chef’s Table focusing
on his life and cooking techniques.
After a career in gastronomy built on fine French cuisine,
Mallmann returned to his roots in the mid ’90s, learning local
techniques from his childhood home of Patagonia and taking
them to the high-end food scene. His approach to cooking and
living feels like an homage to a forgotten time and place. While
many influential chefs worldwide have engaged in an escalating
competition to be as creative and forward-thinking in gastronomy
as possible, Mallmann has moved in the opposite direction,
forsaking haute cuisine. Instead, he focuses on a primal style
of hospitality with one-syllable words at its core:
smoke, fire, air, stone, salt, rain, meat, wine.
Even before the Chef’s Table debut on Netflix, Mallmann’s
influence had been growing almost in direct proportion to his
desire to distance himself from the culinary upper crust and do
his own thing. Now, the chef spends most of his time in Patagonia,
while running his 10 restaurants in South America,
France and the USA. He has two cookbooks:
Seven Fires: Grilling the Argentine Way and Mallmann on Fire.

WITH
CHEF FRANCIS MALLMANN
22 to 26 and 29, 30 May 2022
6.30 p.m. to 10.30 p.m.
6.30 p.m. Pre-dinner Cocktails at The Clifford Pier alfresco
7.00 p.m. Dinner Commencement
The Clifford Pier
The Fullerton Bay Hotel Singapore
80 Collyer Quay, Singapore 049326

FIND OUT MORE

For enquiries, please contact
The Clifford Pier at cliffordpiergre@fullertonhotels.com.

Official Event Wine Partner

The Fullerton Bay Hotel Singapore 80 Collyer Quay Singapore 049326
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